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Our Vision



People need changes that make the biggest difference



Why do people 
not always see or 
understand the 
upstream issues 
and support that 
action?





Fast brains use 
short cuts

Brains, facts and changing narratives



Fast thinking can 
be both helpful 
and unhelpful



Fast brains can 
surface 
unhelpful 
thinking in 
relation to 
complex issues



Narratives 
shape and bring 
to the surface
particular ways 
of 
thinking



The bootstrap mindset and 
narrative influences 
understanding 

Brains, facts and changing narratives



False information 
(including 
minimisation) is 
political. 

Brains, facts and changing narratives



Brains, facts and changing narratives

Fast thinking +
mindsets +
particular narratives
=
Unhelpful thinking 



We treat failure to 
understand as an 
individual cognitive 
weakness, or a 
deficit of 
information

Brains, facts and changing narratives



● We don’t connect with the people we need 
to (we focus on ideological opposed people)

● We lead with the problems 
● We lead with facts & science 
● Give time to the story we don’t want to tell 
● Myth-bust & rebut false information (making 

people more familiar with unhelpful 
information)

● Focus on “emotional stories”

Our mindset leads to 
default communication 



GOOD NEWS! 
Most people can 
understand 
things 
differently with 
different 
narratives 



A narrative strategy for 
information can shift 

mindsets, and deepen 
understanding



Science of Narratives 

5 building blocks

5 building 

blocks





Three phases of narrative change

Identify existing 
mindsets and 

narratives

Strategy to bring to the 
surface helpful thinking

Equip fields of practice 



Identifying mindsets and narratives

“Individuals 

should change 

their behaviour”

“Climate changes is huge and scary” 

I can't make a difference at scale

It's all about individuals (FF 

industry)”

“Big institutions can act. 

When we act together it works

When I have real options my 

behaviour changes easily.”



1. Talk to persuadables (not hard to 

persuade)

2. Lead with the cake (the better world)

3. Surface people’s intrinsic, collective values

4. Explain better (don’t just describe 

problems)

5. Understand WHO is trusted and why

Narrative Building Blocks for Helpful Thinking



Base
Those who understand  and 
will amplify your message 

Potentially Persuadable
The bulk of the population whose views are 
not strongly held and whose thinking can be 
affected by how you talk or frame an issue

Hard to persuade
Those opposed to our policies and who are 
very unlikely to change their minds when 

we use a different message

1.Audience 
defined by their 
position on your 
issue

Audience



2. Vision. A 
better future 
is possible

Lead with a positive vision



Lead with a positive vision



3. Bring intrinsic 
values to the 
surface



4. Better 
explanations lead 
people to effective 
solutions 



● Don’t assume  formal experts, 
institutions are trusted by your 
audience

● Use messengers with shared values of 
audience

● Equip that messenger with an 
effective narrative strategy 

● Repeat

5.Use 
messengers 
that connect 
people with 
new narratives 



Case Study: A narrative for transport information

Case Studies

Default 
communication: 
solving car & 
financial problems

New: Opening 
streets/ 
independence for 
people 

Dominant narrative: 
Them versus us



Case study: A narrative for vaccination 

Case Studies

Dominant 
narrative: individual 
risk & fear 

New: collective 
wellbeing & 
immunity

Default 
communication: 
believe science & 
experts



Case Study: A narrative for climate 

Case Studies

Dominant narrative: 
Individualism/ or 
denial of issue

New narrative: 
collaborative 
action at scale

Default 
communication: 
fear/or individualism



5 things people in public institutions can do 

Case Studies

1. Collaborate so you know the changes that will make the biggest difference 
2. Seek to understand mindsets - how people think and reason about them, 

and the narratives that hold us back from understanding and accepting  
these changes: People care but this is not the same as understanding the 
effective solutions to support

3. Understand how implacable opponents will seek to control the  
information landscape and prevent deeper understanding

4. Avoid default communications - it performs poorly
5. Use evidence based communication to frame evidence and policy 

solutions that work
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Narratives for Change: Questions
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